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FONDUE   Modified 5/17 

FONDUE INFORMATION  
Before use, please read carefully 
 
For your safety and enjoyment, may we suggest you follow these few recommendations: 
 
Fondue Pot & Stand 

1. Place the stand in the middle of your dining table. 
2. Prepare your cheese fondue as suggested in the accompanying recipe (or others) 

Or follow instructions as noted on a cheese fondue ready-mix package. 
 

Fondue Fuel/Burner 
3. Fill the burner with fondue fuel to just under the screen covering the fiber.  You should do 

this over the kitchen sink and wipe away any excess fuel which may have spilled in the 
filling process.  Or use pre-measured pods.  Light the burner, then gently put the lit burner 
in the appropriate place provided for in the stand. 

4. When ready, bring the fondue pot to the table, carefully setting it on the stand. 
 

Attention:  The contents are hot, use both hands with oven mitts. 
 

 
Burner Adjustment 

5. Adjust the flame to the appropriate level using the handle of the burner.  A medium setting 
is usually in order.  Your flame should not be too aggressive. 

6. Do not ever refill a hot burner with fondue fuel (methyl alcohol).  To continue your fondue, 
use another burner. 

 
Extinguishing Burner 

7. To extinguish the flame of your burner at the end of your meal, position the burner handle to 
cover all of the air vents, then place cap on top of the burner.  Should at any time a flame 
be visible from under the lip of the burner’s lid, follow the same steps as noted above to 
extinguish the flame. 
 
  

 

 Our Safety Tips 
 
Enjoy your meal but always be careful. There is a 
live flame at your table.  Remember children are 
attracted to flames.  Be sure that paper products, 
table décor, etc., are used with care. 


